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Abstract. The paper concerns Web server log ﬁle analysis to discover
knowledge useful for online retailers. Data for one month of the online
bookstore operation was analyzed with respect to the probability of mak-
ing a purchase by e-customers. Key states and characteristics of user ses-
sions were distinguished and their relations to the session state connected
with purchase conﬁrmation were analyzed. Results allow identiﬁcation of
factors increasing the probability of making a purchase in a given Web
store and thus, determination of user sessions which are more valuable
in terms of e-business proﬁtability. Such results may be then applied in
practice, e.g. in a method for personalized or prioritized service in the
Web server system.
Keywords: web server, log ﬁle analysis, statistical inference,
e-commerce, B2C, Business-to-Consumer, web store.
1 Introduction
The analysis of historical data recorded in Web server log ﬁles is the basic way
of capturing knowledge of the Web server workload and the behavior of Web
users. In e-commerce environment such analyses have been performed at multiple
levels, including the lowest, protocol level (corresponding to HTTP requests), the
application level (corresponding to Web page requests or business-related Web
interactions), and the user level (corresponding to user sessions) [1–3]. From the
online retailers’ point of view the application and user level analyses are of the
highest practical value because understanding the way in which customers use
the site and navigate through the store, especially in the context of successful
purchase transactions, may lead to better organization of e-commerce service
and more eﬃcient business decisions.
This was our motivation for exploring dependencies between diﬀerent charac-
teristics of user visits to the site of a Web store and their probability of being
ended with a purchase. Three groups of visits diﬀering in user behavior were
considered: visits of anonymous users, visits of users who logged on but did not
buy anything, and visits of users who decided to make a purchase.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews related work
on analyses of historical data for Web stores. Section 3 discusses some practical
aspects and possibilities of data analysis for diﬀerent user groups in the Web
store. Section 4 presents our research methodology and Sect. 5 discusses results
of the research. Key ﬁndings are summarized in Sect. 6.
2 Related Work
An important aspect of e-commerce workload characterization is a click-stream
analysis, which concerns discovering user navigational patterns at a Web site
[1]. The click-stream analysis is often combined with segmentation or cluster-
ing methods to determine diﬀerent customer proﬁles [4, 2, 5, 3]. Discovery of
meaningful usage patterns characterizing the browsing behavior of Internet users
realized by applying data mining techniques is called Web usage mining.
Segmentation methods have been especially intensively explored for Web store
historical data. Some techniques used in CRM (Customer Relationship Manage-
ment) in traditional commerce have been also applied in e-commerce. For ex-
ample, RFM (Recency, Frequency, Monetary) analysis was combined with such
data mining techniques as Apriori algorithm [6], rough sets and K-means algo-
rithm [7], and approximate reasoning from the set of fuzzy rules [8]. The vector
quantization-based clustering and the “Apriori”-based association rule mining
algorithm was applied to classify e-customers based on their RFM values and
to ﬁnd out relationships among their purchases [9]. A design of the Web min-
ing algorithm based on variable precision rough sets to classiﬁcation tasks was
proposed in [10].
As a consequence, some models of a user session in a Web store have been
proposed as probabilistic ﬁnite state machines for diﬀerent user proﬁles. Exam-
ples include Customer Behavior Model Graph [11], TPC-W session model [12],
and Extended Finite State Machine [13].
Association rules have also been successfully applied to e-commerce, com-
bined with collaborative ﬁltering methods [14, 15]. Association rules for prod-
ucts viewed or purchased by diﬀerent customers are widely used in contemporary
Web stores in product recommendation. In this paper, we focus on applying sta-
tistical analysis and association rules to identify these sessions attributes and
characteristics which increase the probability of making a purchase.
3 Key Questions in the Context of Diﬀerent Web Store
User Groups
Although most online retailers today use analytical applications (e.g. Google
Analytics), which provide much valuable information, they are not able to answer
many questions concerning a detailed behavior of three user groups: users, who
do not log on, users who log on but do not buy anything, and users who log on
and ﬁnalize purchase transactions.
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1. Anonymous users.
Questions concerning the behavior of unlogged users aim at ﬁnding reasons
for which the users – potential customers – do not log on and do not place
an order. This group is the most numerous. It contains many users who visit
only one page in the session. Some information on these users is available in
Google Analytics, e.g. their share in overall traﬃc (called the bounce rate)
and sources of their visits. Since these users do not stay in the Web store,
no information on their behavior can be read from log ﬁles. Therefore, such
sessions were not under consideration in this paper.
However, some anonymous users navigate through the site for some time and
it gives the chance to analyze their usage patterns: sequences of visited pages,
usage of speciﬁc tools, visited featured places of the Web store (new products,
bestsellers, promotions). The analysis should aim at ﬁnding reasons for which
the user do not decide to log on and make a purchase.
2. Users who log on but do not buy anything.
The analysis of these users’ behavior should be more detailed because they
put some eﬀort into the interaction, which shows they are interested in the
oﬀered products, but they did not decide to purchase for unknown reasons.
First of all, one should analyze the last pages statistics in their sessions,
including the following page types: a product page, a product category page,
a product review page, the shopping cart page, the page informing about
shipping charges and conditions, the page containing the store regulations,
the contact page, the home page, or a page containing search results. One
aspect of possible practical analysis concerns the percentage of logged users
who added products to the carts but did not buy them. Other aspect is
connected with the usage of the search engine at the store site and the
analysis of search results: maybe users did not ﬁnd products satisfying their
searching criteria, or maybe they got some results which were not satisfactory
for them.
3. Users who log on and finalize purchase transactions.
These analyses are the most valuable for the online retailer. Customers may
be classiﬁed in terms of their navigational patterns, viewed and/or purchased
products, value of the shopping cart, source of the customer visit, attributes
captured in the registration process (age, sex, geographical location, etc.).
Not all that information may be read from logs – some of them require
installing additional software able to intercept data from registration forms
(like Google Analytics does).
Some questions which can be answered based on log ﬁle analysis are the following.
Is there a relationship between the number or value of purchased products and
the source of the visit? Is there a relationship between the time users spend
in the Web store and the percentage of customers making a purchase? Is there
a relationship between the number of viewed products and the percentage of
customers making a purchase? What is the mean time users spend on individual
pages of the checkout process? What percentage of customers, who had checked
information about shipping costs before starting the checkout process, decide to
conﬁrm the purchase?
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The comparison of the aforementioned user groups may provide information
on signiﬁcant diﬀerences between them. It is especially important to identify
features distinguishing customers in the third group and to determine factors
increasing the probability of making a purchase.
To illustrate the practical aspect of such research we performed analyses in
order to answer the following questions:
1. How many logged users conﬁrm a purchase and how many users give up after
reading shipping charges in the checkout process? How many users from these
both groups checked shipping charges before the checkout process?
2. How many users, who had checked information on shipping charges before
the checkout process, decided to make a purchase?
3. How many (logged and unlogged) users, who added products to the shopping
carts, give up purchasing them?
4 Research Methodology
The analysis was performed for one month data in Web bookstore log ﬁles,
recorded in December 2011. The Web server was an Apache HTTP server on
Linux with PHP and MySQL support. Using a C++ computer program, data
was read from log ﬁles, preprocessed, and cleaned; user sessions were recon-
structed, key session states were distinguished, and data was analyzed by means
of statistical analysis and association rules.
4.1 Data Preprocessing
First, raw data were read from Web server log ﬁles and for each HTTP request
the following data were distinguished: the IP address of the Web client, the iden-
tiﬁer of the Web client, the user identiﬁer, the timestamp, the HTTP method,
the URI of the resource requested, the version of HTTP protocol, the HTTP
status code, the size of the object sent to the client, the address of the referring
page, and the client browser information. Some data was then transformed, e.g.
the timestamps had to be converted to integer values so that the comparison of
request interarrival times could be performed.
4.2 Data Cleaning
First stage of data cleaning was connected with elimination of useless data. Since
our analysis concerns the behavior of users and involves a click-stream analy-
sis, the following requests have been excluded from analysis: hits for embedded
objects (e.g. images), automatically generated by Web client browsers, requests
generated by Web bots (e.g. Web crawlers), and requests connected with admin-
istrative tasks.
The original data set contained 1 600 964 HTTP requests. 1 540 812 requests
were excluded from analysis and only 60 152 requests (3.76%) were left, as di-
rectly resulting from users’ clicks.
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4.3 Reconstruction of User Sessions
To analyze user behavior, Web users were identiﬁed based on IP addresses
combined with the client browser information, included in each request. Then
user sessions were reconstructed taking into consideration request arrival times.
A user session means a sequence of Web page requests issued by the user during
their single visit to the site. We assumed that the intervals between Web page
requests in a session does not exceed 30 minutes.
16 081 user sessions were identiﬁed. For each session three basic characteristics
were determined:
– the session length, i.e. the number of pages requested in the session,
– the session duration, i.e. the time interval between arrivals of the ﬁrst and
the last Web page requests in the session (with one second accuracy),
– the mean time per page, i.e. the average time of browsing a page by user in
the session, calculated as the session duration divided by the session length.
The determined session duration is shorter than the actual time of the user-
Web site interaction, because it does not include the time of browsing the last
page in session, which cannot be determined at the server side. Therefore, the
session duration and the mean time per page could not be determined for sessions
containing only one page.
4.4 Elimination of Outlier Sessions
Session lengths and durations were used to ﬁnd and exclude outlier sessions,
diverging from a general trend for the sessions. In our case, such sessions may
represent incorrect entries in log ﬁles or may suggest robot-generated interac-
tions, which have not been identiﬁed. Using a graphical method [16], four sessions
were eliminated. Thus, 16 077 user sessions were analyzed.
4.5 Identification of Key Session States
A user visits multiple Web pages in a session and performs multiple Web interac-
tions, such as searching products according to given keywords, browsing detailed
information on a selected product, etc. Pages may be grouped by functionality
into diﬀerent session states. The most desirable state is connected with making
a purchase, i.e. with purchase conﬁrmation:
– Checkout_success state occurs when a user successfully realizes the checkout
process, accepting total transaction cost, giving the shipping address, and
ﬁnally conﬁrming the purchase.
Taking into account goals of our analysis, we identiﬁed four other key session
states, which may aﬀect the probability of making a purchase by a user:
– Login means user’s registration or logging into the site. Users may browse
the site content without being logged on; logging into the site is necessary
if they want to ﬁnalize a purchase transaction. However, not every user who
is logged on will decide to buy something ﬁnally.
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– Shopping_cart means adding a product to the virtual shopping cart. Adding
at least one item to the cart is a prerequisite for purchase transaction; how-
ever, products in cart do not guarantee their purchase. In fact, shopping cart
abandonment is a huge problem for many online retailers [17].
– Shipping_info means the situation when a user checks the information on
shipping charges and conditions before starting the checkout process. Distin-
guishing this state is important because it may aﬀect a purchase transaction:
a user who is aware of shipping charges, may take them into consideration
while adding products to cart and thus they will not be surprised by the
total transaction cost at checkout.
– Shipping_info_at_checkout is an integral stage of the purchase transaction
and it occurs when a user is informed about possible means and charges
of shipping during the checkout process. The shipping cost is automatically
added to product costs.
Our analysis revealed that the prevailing majority of Web interactions in the
Web store is connected with browsing and searching operations, whereas very
few users perform Web interactions connected with key session states. For all
16 077 user sessions, visits to key session states have been rare (Fig. 1).
Fig. 1. Percentages of sessions with visits to key session states
As it can be seen, only 1.12% of users added some products to the shopping
carts and 0.62% of users decided to buy them. The checkout process was started
by at least 1.26% of users (it can be inferred from the percentage of visits to
the session state Shipping_info_at_checkout, which is a part of this process),
however, more than half of them gave up conﬁrming the purchase.
It seems surprising that although only 1.12% of users added products to the
carts, as much as 1.26% started the checkout process (because having products
in carts is essential for starting this process). The explanation is the fact that
products added to the user’s cart during one visit are remembered till the next
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user’s visit (unless a cookie mechanism is blocked in the user’s Internet browser).
Thus, some users had to add products to the carts during their former visits.
5 Analysis of Dependencies between Session States
The next step of analysis concerned discovery of relationships between the key
session states in order to answer three questions formulated in Sect. 3. Main
results are presented in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2. Percentages of sessions ended with a purchase depending on a session type
– Question 1: How many logged users conﬁrm a purchase and how many users
give up after reading shipping charges in the checkout process? How many
users from these both groups checked shipping charges before the checkout
process?
From among all users entering the site only 292 logged on. Only 99 logged
users (33.9%) decided to conﬁrm the purchase: 6 of them (6.06%) had
checked the shipping information before starting the checkout process; 93 of
them (93.94%) had not checked the shipping information before.
These results suggest that when a user logs on, the probability of making
a purchase by them increases: in the set of all users only 0.62% conﬁrmed
the purchase, whereas in the set of logged users as much as 33.9% conﬁrmed
the purchase, which is more than one third.
Moreover, 103 logged users (i.e. 35.52% of all logged users) started the check-
out process (they visited state Shipping_info_at_checkout) but did not ﬁn-
ish it: 26 of them (25.24%) had checked the shipping information before
starting the checkout process; 77 of them (74.76%) had not checked the
shipping information before, so maybe they were surprised by the additional
shipping cost at checkout.
However, only three from among these 103 users ﬁnished their sessions just
after checking shipping information at checkout.
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– Question 2: How many users, who had checked information on shipping
charges before the checkout process, decided to make a purchase?
56 users read the shipping information before starting the checkout process.
From among them only six (10.71%) decided on a purchase. Thus, check-
ing the shipping information during the navigation through the site before
starting the checkout process increase the probability of making a purchase
from 0.62% to 10.71%.
– Question 3: How many (logged and unlogged) users, who added products to
the shopping carts, give up purchasing them?
Products were added to carts by 180 users; 98 of them (54.44%) did not
decide on the purchase: 122 logged users added products to the carts and
40 of them (32.79%) did not buy the products; 58 unlogged users added
products to the carts and 58 of them (100%) did not buy the products.
It can be noticed that products have been added to carts by much more
logged users than the unlogged ones. Moreover, much more logged users de-
cided to buy the products. One can infer that for sessions with not empty
carts the fact of user’s logging into the site signiﬁcantly increases the prob-
ability of purchase.
To formally describe relationships between the key session states, we applied
association rules. We implemented the a priori algorithm using the methodology
and notation used in [18].
We determined eight characteristics of a user session which may matter in the
context of the purchase probability. The ﬁrst group of characteristics include
visits to four key session states, deﬁned above. The second group of character-
istics was determined based on the session length, the session duration, and the
mean time per page. Based on results of analyses comparing characteristics of
all sessions and the sessions ended with a purchase (which were not discussed
in this paper due to limited place), we replaced numeric values of the session
characteristics with qualitative values in the following way:
session length =
⎧
⎨
⎩
short, if the number of requests = 1
medium, if the number of requests ∈ [2, 13]
long, if the number of requests ≥ 14
(1)
session duration =
⎧
⎨
⎩
short, if the session duration < 60 s
medium, if the session duration ∈ [60, 960] s
long, if the session duration > 960 s
(2)
mean time per page =
⎧
⎨
⎩
short, if mean time per page < 60 s
medium, if mean time per page ∈ [60, 180] s
long, if mean time per page > 180 s
. (3)
We deﬁne a set I containing key session characteristics: I = {“Login = true”,
“Shopping_cart = true”, “Shipping_info = true”, “Checkout_success = true”,
“session length = medium”, “session length = long”, “session duration = medium”,
“session duration = long”, “mean time per page = short”, “mean time per page
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= medium”, “mean time per page = long”}. Characteristics “session length =
short” and “session duration = short” were excluded from the set because it is
impossible to make a purchase in a session containing only one page request or
lasts less than one minute.
Let D denote a set of all user sessions. Each session in D is represented as a set
of session characteristics from I. For example, if a user logged on, searched for
a few books, added two books to the shopping cart, and then ﬁnished the session;
the session consisted of 12 page requests and was lasting 10 minutes (which gives
the mean time per page equal to 54.5 s), the session will be represented as the set
{“Login = true”, “Shopping_cart = true”, “session length = medium”, “session
duration = medium”, “mean time per page = short”}.
An association rule is the implication A ⇒ B (if A then B), where the an-
tecedent A ⊆ I, the consequent B ⊆ I, and A∩B = ∅. Moreover, each associa-
tion rule is described with two measures: support and confidence [18].
The support for a given association rule A ⇒ B is the percentage of sessions
in D which contain both A and B:
support = P (A ∩B) = number of sessions containing both A and B
number of all sessions
. (4)
The confidence for a given association rule A ⇒ B is the percentage of sessions
containing A which also contain B:
confidence = P (B | A) = number of sessions containing both A and B
number of sessions containing A
. (5)
A rule is strong if it meets or surpasses certain minimum support and conﬁdence
criteria. Since we consider associations between session states in the context
of making a purchase and very small percentage of all sessions (0.62%) ends
with a purchase, we assumed the minimum support of 0.5% and the minimum
conﬁdence of 70%. Rules resulting from the application of a priori algorithm for
such conditions are presented in Table 1.
The support of the ﬁrst rule, R1, is 0.5%, meaning that the rule applies to
0.5% of sessions in the analyzed dataset. It is relatively low level of support,
however we have to keep in mind that only 0.62% of all sessions ended with
a purchase. 100 sessions ended with a purchase and of these sessions, 80 fulﬁlled
the antecedent condition, i.e. the user logged on, added some products to cart
(what is obvious as these events occur for each purchase transaction), the user
opened at least 14 pages, and the mean time per page did not exceeded one
minute.
The conﬁdence of the rule R1 equal to 73% means that of all 16 077 sessions
some group of sessions (0.68%, i.e. 109 sessions) fulﬁlled the antecedent condi-
tion; 73% of these 109 sessions (i.e. 80 sessions) ended with a purchase. Taking
into account that for all sessions in data set the probability of purchase is only
0.62%, one can say that the rule has very high level of conﬁdence.
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Table 1. Strong association rules determined for the analyzed data set
Rule Antecedent Consequent Support[%]
Conﬁdence
[%]
R1
{“Login = true”,
“Shopping_cart = true”,
“session length = long”,
“mean time per page = short”}
“Checkout
_success
= true”
0.5 73
R2
{“Login = true”,
“Shopping_cart = true”,
“session length = long”}
“Checkout
_success
= true”
0.5 72
R3
{“Login = true”,
“Shopping_cart = true”,
“mean time per page = short”}
“Checkout
_success
= true”
0.5 70
6 Conclusions
Motivated by the need of precise characterization of e-customer behavior, we
analyzed data for a Web bookstore applying statistical analysis and associa-
tion rules. The main goal of the analysis was identiﬁcation of these sessions
characteristics which increase the probability of making a purchase and thus,
determination of user sessions which are more valuable in terms of e-business
proﬁtability.
Results show that only 0.6% of user sessions ends with a purchase. When
a user checks the shipping information, the probability of a purchase increases to
almost 11%, whereas the fact of the user’s logging on increases this probability to
34%. It can be observed that logged users are much more likely to add products
to carts than unlogged users. Unlogged users usually do not decide to buy the
products they have in carts, whereas from among logged users with not empty
shopping carts almost two thirds ﬁnalize purchase transactions.
Application of association rules conﬁrmed that factors increasing the prob-
ability of making a purchase include user’s logging on, adding a product to
the shopping cart, the mean time per page not exceeding one minute, and at
least 14 page requests in the session. One can formulate some relationships, e.g.
a logged user with not empty shopping cart, spending on average less than one
minute per page, who visited at least 14 pages in the session, will decide to
conﬁrm the purchase with probability of 73%.
Though our results are promising, the analysed data set was rather small so
the correctness of our approach should be veriﬁed for a bigger data set. The
ﬁndings may be used in practice, e.g. in a method for personalized user service
in the Web store, encouraging “likely buyers” to ﬁnalize purchase transactions,
or in a method for prioritized service in the Web server system, aiming to oﬀer
the best quality of service to probable buyers.
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